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Background

Project Goals

Goal 1: create an initial performance 

accountability and assurance report within 24 

hours that can be credibly shared with the Area 

Leadership Team

Goal 2: refine to create a performance assurance 

and reporting framework for Pharmacy aligned 

to BCUHB framework

Goal 3: implement monthly report within each 

area of BCUHB, and monthly HB wide report

Developing the Framework

• What assurance is needed?

• What are our priorities?

• What are the standards?

• What data sources are available?

• Who needs to be involved?

• What can we learn from other services?

• How can we make this achievable to deliver each 

month?

• What are the benefits to us?

Use of Skills from CLIP Wales Programme

This project has involved formulating, agreeing, aligning to and implementing a shared goal with Pharmacy 

colleagues across North Wales. The CLIP programme has supported me through reflection on my own leadership and 

communication styles, those of my colleagues, team development and dysfunctions, and encouraged me to be 

flexible and adaptable in using these to achieve our goals.

Achievements

• Core measures and themes identified. 

Standards/targets agreed where appropriate

• Standardised reporting template agreed, leads 

identified for measures

• Monthly reporting to the Area Leadership 

Team implemented in one area of BCUHB 

(Central) since July 2018

• Monthly BCUHB-wide reporting internally 

within P&MM for: workforce metrics, NHS 

Wales Delivery Framework P&MM national 

metrics

• Success through collaboration

• Improvements: workforce measures, handling 

of P&MM clinical incident reports

• Value to Pharmacy Management Team: areas 

for improvement visible; opportunity to share 

good news, good practice and showcase the 

team’s efforts; escalation of risks
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Next steps

• Standardisation of measures and data across the 

three areas of the Health Board

• Implement monthly reporting in East and West

• Further develop the BCUHB wide report

• Draw on NHS Improvement Pharmacy & 

Medicines Model Hospital work and National 

Benchmarking to agree and implement 

additional monthly measures

Assurance 

framework: 

reinforces strategic 

focus, 

identify and 

manage risks, 

embedded tool of 

management

Transparency:

progress with 

strategic objectives 

& operational 

performance, 

risks and 

challenges within a 

service

Drives 

improvement


